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Seeing the big picture may apply to any area of interest. The big
picture of John is his autobiography.
The big picture of the JFK assassination shows that he was killed by
a powerful covert alliance representing many agengies of the Federal
government, industry, banking, private and political interests and
authorities in Dallas Texas. Proof is provided herein.
In the National economy deficit financing has never been a good
policy and cutting the taxes of the rich hastens government bankruptcy.
The poor end of the spectrum spend everything that they get in the
economy and, dollar for dollar of income, drive it more than the rich
who save and invest a lot of what they get. The multiplicative affect of
purchases on sustaining peoples' salaries in the market place is
stronger for poor purchasers than it is for the rich. Decent jobs for the
poor end is what really drives a sustainable economy, not giving more
money to the rich. Demand is identified by the availability of purchase
dollars and the propensity to spend them. Part of John's life is his
research into JFK and the US economy and he's seen the big picture
and system engineered solutions for the nation and its people, partially
summarized herein. So I invite you to seeing the big picture throughout
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Foreword

by John C. Dean
Until I die, I'd be the best go to man for the story of my life, and I have all the pictures It covers my
engineering, Jewelry, house design/build, fine art painting , wood art, and music plus internationally
important studies on the JFK Assassintion, it's impact; and how to return to peace and prosperity
and democracy for our people and the world. I've system engineered changes with better results for
We the people & the planet in a previous book: A Beautiful Mind (With a Big Mouth?)
2010 and show the skeleton of that work herein.
I corresponded with leading JFK researchers David Lifton, John Costella, and Dr. Jim Fetzer in
2009- 2013 and they have received my latest work in 2018 and replied more than once again:
"I'll try to take a look at some point, .......All the best, Sally & John", Dr John Costella 2018
"Thanks for this" .... "You might want to scan through ...Dealey Plaza Revisited: What
happened to JFK? ...to see if we are on the same page ...Take a look and get back." Jim;
"David (Mantik) is the leading expert on the medical evidence in the world today....I am
adding David to our exchange as an interested party. Let us continue " Jim "Bringing in
David, by the way, is a sign of my respect for your intelligence and competence." Jim" ...
"Thanks, John. You do the best anyone could do with the evidence at your disposal.
Thanks for the exchange. Jim" Dr James Fetzer April-July 2018
"John... That's a fine drawing to illustrate your hypothesis"--DSL

David Lifton

My latest findings in 2018, with better photo editing, and more study/analysis, show conclusive
results. Government remade films show bits of information (evidence that some of the "good" techs
left in for scholars to find), and I have found some beauties that may be new to the world.
I could be wrong, but I believe, furthermore, that I'm the only researcher who has performed
exhaustive forensic ballistic analysis/calculations on 16 shots (out of 22-28) in the JFK
assassination, accounting for slant range, declination, bullet velocity/flight time, fall due to gravity,
errors due to cross track velocity of the limo during bullet flight time, and air resistance, for the
sequence of shots on Kennedy coming down Elm Street that fateful day. I identify the sequence, the
shooter positions, the true path of the limo and discuss errors and reasons for them. I used
trigonometry, Newton's laws of motion, published wind resistance data, and computed the fall due
to gravity, measured the range from a scaled map of Dealey Plaza. I have an MSEE from Cal Tech
1968 but all of this work could be done by a high school student who is up on his his math. It's not
rocket science.
The JFK assassins used lots of suppressed subsonic rifle fire from 10-13 shooters that wasn't
heard very well, This yielded his back and neck wounds and one or more hits on the right side of his
head. The autopsy physicians failed to probe wounds as required by law. Instead his head was
bashed in and butchered and all bullets removed. There were also 3 loud blasts, one of which was
the fatal shot.
The JFK assassination was a coup and has been covered up pretty successfully by a media
slaved to that end for over 55 years. And the proof of who really did it has still not gone viral like it
should. I offer that proof in this autobiography. They did it to take over the government and the
economy, make themselves rich and create a military/security state where protest can continue to be
stifled.
I provide that proof in this document. May you copy and share the material included in this
autobiography with all your friends if it rings true in your mind, and may they do the same, so the
proof will become known, and never be silenced again. Out with the covert, murderous, bigoted,
greedy conspirators who have hurt the people of the world enough.
John C. Dean
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Preface
Hi, I'm John Dean, the author and a subject in this autobiography. I'm an electrical engineer and
an artist and have worked in both professions for a significant time. In high school I could mix with
any crowd. I was a chameleon and could get along and feel comfortable. My Spanish 2 teacher, Mr.
Ruben Martinez selected me as an exchange student for a family that had contacted him from
Mexico City looking for a private exchange of students for their son, Enrique. My parents approved
for one trip and sent me to Mexico City to learn language and customs of the Morales family who
lived in the Lomas De Chapultepec. I became like a member of their family, learning their language
and culture far quicker through immersion than I could have otherwise. I was dreaming in Spanish
in 6 weeks. They were very demonstrative with their affection and I felt like a member of their
family.
At home in the states I learned to shut up and obey as a child, and as a teenager, shut up and
quietly disagree. I was Roman Catholic, not by choice, but by what was done to/with me.I feared
my dad and my 2 older brothers, Don and Joe, and many of the authorities at the parochial school
where we kids were sent. Dad wasn't all bad. He liked to eat and drink and listen to his era's music
and to host others to do the same. In fact he was the most generous host, I've ever known. Being too
sensitive, though, I just tried to avoid him. I must have become a bit neurotic as I experienced
visceral reactions to these stimuli and suffered from migraine headaches on occasion as a boy up
through my teens, and was mostly uncomfortable around Dad and the brothers until Joe and Don
were out of the house. Then suddenly I was the center of attention and started what seemed like a
decent relationship with my dad. I had a younger brother, Jim, who was 4 years younger. I behaved
with him like Don and Joe did with me, except I shared a room with Jim and he and I enjoyed our
music from the 50s and 60s together. Don and Joe were just adversaries to me, class clowns who
drank and smoked and bee essed too much, got average grades, and were going nowhere while
pestering me for no reason. I grew to respect Dad a whole lot more when they left and he spoke to
me, more man to man, and started appreciating my academic and sports accomplishments. I took
advanced classes in high school and played football hard for Dad. I was a human battering ram in
football on both offense and defense. That was as tough as I could get. Starting at age 40 I put
away a lot of my childhood training in favor of a more loving/broadly accepting view toward life,
and I've always kept my sense of humor, especially about myself and how I may appear to others. I
laught at myself.
So why would I be a good read? My daughter, Chris, tells me that I've had an interesting life and
should write my autobiography. Well I have had a great variety of experiences in my life and God
knows I've done a tremendous amount of art and music and very high level engineering that has
international significance, especially from my studies of the JFK assassination and the U.S.
economy and government. I really want to share my discoveries. So I welcome you on this trip and
hope you enjoy the pictures and my "discoveries in thought". I believe in God who I understand as
only Love, all Good and non-punishing. I can't explain the regularity of my business over 38 years
in the arts without envisioning His whispering in the ears of my customers that they needed my
product. I'm self employed and don't advertise. I am grateful and convinced that the Almighty is just
Love. A negative higher power has tried to dissuade me from this thinking, but I just cuss him/her
out while I'm taking shots. God is an attractive force, who loves all His/Her kids, always positive,
as is heaven. Peace and love to the planet. May we all mete out what we want for ourselves for
eternity, as that will be given back to us 100 fold. Now is the time to start. Do what you can in work
and take back your needs from the aggregate. We all need to share and to respect each other for this
thing to work, here and in the hereafter.

Peace,

John
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Introduction

This autobiography covers the life of John C. Dean, born November 24th, 1945 in Montebello,
California to parents Don and Evelyn Dean, through December, 2018. This would include his
perception of his childhood through the rest of his life up to this date, and include his education, his
experiences, his relationships through life; his engineering, jewelry, art, and music. In the process
he speaks about himself in the third person and the first person, but wrote every word in this
autobiography, and created all of the art he presents in photos throughout.
Chapter1 deals with his life through his first degree in engineering: childhood, teen years,
college. It covers his environment, his relationships, and what he learned and did.
Chapter 2 presents his life at Cal Tech, marriage with the mother of his children, Marlene;
military life to follow, the birth of his 3 daughters and his engineering life through 1977. Forced to
join the military by President Johnson's February, 1968 cancelation of student deferments, he
competed for entrance into the Air Force Officer Training Program and was accepted, in time, after
graduation at Cal Tech where he received an MSEE, in June, 1968.The couple moved to Isla Vista,
the off campus UCSB student housing area near Santa Barbara. John sought and found work at
Electro Optical, EO, Inc. in nearby Goleta, while Marlene found lab work on campus. His offer to
start OTS came in. John left for OTS on 8 November, 1968, and was commissioned a 2nd
Lieutenant in the Air Force, at Lackland AFB, San Antonio, Texas, in February, 1969 with orders
for Radar Officer Training at Keesler AFB, Mississippi. Marlene joined him at his graduation and
the two traveled through New Orleans with a stop and followed the coast highway to Biloxi where
they got a beach apartment. John was in a class of EEs who whizzed through the 1 year radar
course in 6 months, all receiving honor certificates, to be forwarded to their next work assignments.
John was assigned to the HQ of the Air Force Communications Service at Scott AFB, Illinois to
help plan an Interim Operational Capability (IOC) system of satellite communications using left
over test assets from an advanced development program for satellites and communications
terminals. John figured out how to optimize asset usage through coordinated power tables he
developed for all terminals in the system, and helped win the Air Force lead service in the joint
service IOC. Their first child, Christine, was born at Scott AFB in 1969. Then John was transferred
to the control center of that new system in Albuquerque, N.M. to help design, build, and run
operations for scheduling and control of the worldwide network. This may have been the most
important job in his life. But he'd go on in military SATCOM as a civil servant system engineer for
Navy development and testing of a new EHF system at the Navy lab in San Diego where he spent 7
years as a satellite communications system engineer. There he was made the assistant project
manager and Test Director for an EHF terminal taken to sea on an SSN submarine where feasibility
was proven. He then did system designs for Navy operational SATCOM at EHF and assessed
vulnerability for these designs in a big EHF SATCOM Vulnerability study which he did on his
own. He and Marlene found their first house in University City, and 6 months later bought another
property to rent out in Mira Mesa. Years with NOSC were interesting, but not as rewarding as he
hoped. On his own, he did design and built a big add-on (475 square feet to that first house and
developed the rear canyon lot that was also part of his property. Then Danielle and Kathleen were
born in 1973 and '74. He then bought another house in Pt. Loma to be closer to work. But his
relationship with Marlene kept getting worse. She was averse to sex and severely limited John's
availability with her throughout the entire marriage and after 9 years he felt himself dying inside
and had to leave. So he got an apartment in Ocean Beach, down the hill, in about January 1977 and
covered Marlene's needs while living separately.
In chapter 3, I go through the nightmare of getting a divorce, while I'm asked to manage a study
of national importance on the feasibility of using laser space communications for Command and
Control of Submarine forces, and I get a new girlfriend; lots of stories here. The study becomes
known as the "Dean Report" and the lab invites optical industry scientists/managers from around
the nation to a conference where I present my findings in a 45 minute lecture/slide show in the big
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theater. This is followed by an invitation to bid a repeat study by industry of the same subject for 1
year, $1M dollars. I do great system engineering work, but with ~bad work habits: I BS a lot, think
obsessively about women, drink a lot of coffee, and smoke too much, but I have a gift for designing
complex systems, and I make all time constraints.------- The new girlfriend, Carol Lyons, was a
friend of a friend who had worked at the lab. After 6 months we got a place together in Pt. Loma at
a nice condo with bedrooms to accommodate Christine and Carol's only child, Tim. Christine is
able to convince her mom to allow her to live with me, but Marlene threatens to sue me if I don't
provide the same amount of child support. I consent (per my attorney's advice). So I'm working and
raising Christine while Marlene has the 2 younger daughters and is not doing any outside work that
I'm aware of. Carol then asks me to design a ring for her diamond, which I did. I chose a
manufacturing jeweler, who explained the process to me, and I thought, "I could do this." So I
learned jewelry making by visiting the manufacturer who made the ring and bought the tools &
equipment I needed to do it at home. We bought a house and got married in June of 1969. Then
Carol's sales started falling off right after we married, so I had to seek engineering employment
outside the lab and got 30% more to start with Booz, Allen in their San Diego Office. It was
November, 1979. By the end of the first year with Booz Allen, they had to close their San Diego
Office for a lack of new business, I was offered a follow on job with Booz in Washington D.C., but
the family didn't want to live there. Instead I started making jewelry like crazy, while I consulted
with NAVELEX directly. But I felt out of place visiting NOSC to browse documents there for
Washington D.C. sponsors, when the lab had no contractual reason to be helpful to me. So I closed
it down and the NAVELEX sponsor understood. Now I was totally self-employed and not making
engineering money; so I called Marlene and told her that we each had one, with the third being with
her; so henceforth she'd get half the support for one child. She no longer had me over a barrel to
pay her full cost of living by stealing more child support than she deserved. She had forced the
settlement of the marriage to be in her favor by getting a temporary order that took 2/3rds of my net
income, pending a divorce decree. She stood firm on getting 2 of the three properties with hefty
support besides. It was totally unfair. She had fought me about moving to Pt. Loma. It occurred to
me that she may have planned the whole thing, realizing that our marriage was going to fail. Birth
control worked for 4 plus years after Christine was born and we didn't want anymore children while
our relationship was in limbo. But she gets pregnant 2 years in a row, and now she's the poor
devorcee with 3 kids who can't work with this responsibility. That and the temporary order allowed
her to call the shots. My attorney told me I'd lose if I tried to fight her. So I acceped and got hosed. I
bonded with and loved Danielle and Kathleen from the beginning and I still had regular visitation
spelled out in our divorce agreement and loved having all my kids with me every other weekend.
So I did the best I could under the situation. My lifetime production in jewelry is shown together in
this chapter. Tim grew up into a big teenager with a mind of his own and he didn't like school and
ditched a lot, against orders from home. Then my Mom died suddenly while Dad was in the
hospital recovering from a broken hip. Tim was moved into the garage which was set up as a
bedroom. I then moved Dad into our house and supervised walks to return him to his previous
strength before the broken hip. Joe kept up Dad's house and arranged to have him cared for there
after about 9 months. I transferred control to Joe for the estate and as Dad's representative payee for
Social Security. Tim got a bedroom back It was 1982 and things hadn't got better with Tim. And by
now Carol and Christine started commenting about my daily drinking after work until bedtime. But
I worked full days and was quiet and peaceable in my drinking in the evening, just sipping my
drinks to maintain a buzz until bedtime, while playing electronic chess. Nonetheless Christine
joined a support group for family and friends of alcoholics, and I didn't begrudge her that decision.
Then Tim and I had a confrontation and Carol didn't get Tim relocated as I asked, so my emotions
got fried and I had to leave that environment. We worked out a settlement for the house and she
cleaned out her mom's savings to buy me out of the house. (I now believe she planned to take me
for a house with this ploy, as she could not have bought the house without me and her reduction of
sales in real estate seemed fishy). We separated. My plan became "I'll get out of the concrete
jungle and go seek a quieter life in a rural
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area in the Pacific Northwest.” I still had trust deed income from the sale of my University City
house and could pay my child support and live meagerly on the balance. So I traded in my car and
got a cab-over camper on a 1/2 ton truck (upgraded to 3/4ton capacity) and hit the road.
In Chapter 4, I find a new spirit and sense of adventure. I discover the south coast of Oregon and
love it, especially around Brookings. I hang out there for two to three months while taking side trips
to visit other areas. I drive up the coast of Oregon and into Washington State and check out land. It's
not as nice as Brookings. So I come back and stay at the Riverbend Park on the Chetco River, and
get to know the owner. He likes me and shows me another Park at the mouth of the river and makes
me an offer to build a home for me and Christine on that park, closer to town, if I'll manage his
parks and collect the rents and do a little maintenance as needed. I ask for some time to think it over
and coordinate with Christine. I also get a 2 bedroom apartment and store my cab over camper on
the river bank at the RV park. Meanwhile a new girlfriend tells me I was a fool to leave Carol,
because her son would be turning 18 within a year or 2 and would probably leave the house. I think
about it and decide to try a reconciliation. So I called Carol and proposed a 2 week visit for her to
Brookings to see if she'd like to settle here after clearing investments in San Diego. With our
combined assets it was likely that we could buy or build a house and buy a couple rentals and get
low stress part time jobs, if we wanted, and retire in Brookings. She agrees to check out the area
and consider the reconciliation. So she comes up and relaxes and enjoys the area and decides to
pursue my plan. But first we'd return to San Diego, where she wanted me to work as an engineer
again as she wasn't interested in keeping up my jewelry business with her sales development. Then
we drove over to Eagle Point for a spiritual retreat with friends, Bud and Maxine. Carol confronts
me on my drinking and I deny its power over me, as I still feel functional. But I commit to finding a
closer relationship with God. Then Christine arrives with her sisters for a visit and Christine is
prepared to move in with me. So I tell her that Carol and I are going to try a reconciliation, clear our
holdings in San Diego and return to Brookings to enjoy a quieter pace of living, and I invite her to
live with us through this transient period and then come back to Brookings. Christine doesn't want
to live with Carol but acquiesces. Carol appears to love the change of pace and beauty of the area.
The girls and I go all around town and parts north and south with my movie camera to capture some
footage of this trip for them. And then I give notice at the apartment and rent a U-Haul truck and
pack up and caravan back to San Diego. During the time alone at the apartment I have discovered a
greater dependency on alcohol, so I know I have some kind of a drinking problem.
But
signs of spiritual intervention show up on the road south and after we arrive to suggest that the
move back there is not good for me. It's July 1983. I understand the spirit message but don't think
I'm supposed to pack back up immediately, and head back to Oregon. So I stay, but don't forget the
warnings. I connect with the laboratory and the Washington sponsor guarantees full time support for
me at the lab so they rehire me, and I start in November of 1983. But I feel isolated at the lab and
am rooming with a civil servant, whom I'm told is on the fringe of being let go for incompetence. I
do the planning requested by the Washington sponsor, put together my dog and pony show and
traipse back to Washington in June of 1984, to present an outline for how I would test the new EHF
Advanced Development Model (ADM) terminal for survivability to electronic countermeasures. I
noticed that the sponsor I left years before is drinking like I drink and now he's in charge of the
entire ADM program. It's good to see him and I am well received in the Washington area for my
presentation, but I'm not enthusiastic about the work as I return to the lab with the promise of more
glory there in the future. NAVELEX is interested in funding the test program I outlined at NOSC
and so I become a somebody back at the lab again. I take vacation without pay and go fishing and
return and decide to quit my job as Carol's ex and her have cleared their house and business
properties, and my trust deed will be paid within the year. So now Carol only needs to sell her
house for us to return to Brookings. Only she doesn't jump right on that. I collect the funds (about
$7,000) from my retirement fund at the lab for the few months I worked there and just hang out
while helping Carol by paying her mortgage monthly and food and utility moneys to her for
Christine and me and her. I experience some very big spiritual signs approving of my departure
from defense work with what I thought was an acknowledgement of Mom's well-being in heaven.
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And I perform a biblical research study on wealth, riches, money and prosperity as well, using
the concordance to the Bible, while I'm waiting for Carol to take some action. But she changes her
mind on selling the house, thereby putting me in limbo without any continuing income. When my
retirement rebate runs out she kicks me out of the house like I've got the plague. Her action proves
her commitment to me to be lies and the signs I got on the road south foretelling something bad,
sound advice. And Christine stays with Carol. I seek refuge with my invalid father in the house of
my youth.
Chapter 5 starts with my new life at Dad's, rejoining the Catholic Church, making improvements
to the house to upgrade the conveniences, setting-up my jewelry making and getting fire
department clearance. I then put myself into writing and recording music for my amusement and
possible later use. I copyrighted groups of songs that I wrote. I got into gardening for food
production, attended a Bible class at church, and found an organ bar for outings with Dad on Friday
nights. A friend from San Diego visited with a custom jewelry order for me and shared a recent
experience with the police that led her to seek sobriety. She joined a group of recovering alcoholics
and was laughing about life after 30 days of sobriety. I couldn't imagine laughing over not drinking,
but she was proof right in front of me. So I decided to try it and talked with my priest about it, and
he said no problem. That night I threw away the last half of my last drink and the next day my
obsession to drink was still gone and has never come back, in 32 plus years at this writing. In a few
months I offered to help the church with their grounds-keeping when they advertised a need for
such help, and they hired me. A really cute younger woman, Lori, trailed me at recovery meetings
so I asked her for a date and we ended up lovers and lived at Dad’s house for a few months and then
got a bungalow of our own on the economy, while Dad was put in continuing care for mini strokes
that required his retraining in personal hygiene, etc. Joe found a couple to move into the house and
take over care of Dad when he was ready to return home. I heard of a job opening at a local ADP,
mentioned it to Lori, and she applied, was interviewed, and got the job. I left the groundskeeper job
because the priest failed to give me the raise he mentioned after a year if I was doing good work,
when he hired me. I had automated the sprinkler system, made over the grounds, and trimmed the
trees of the church to the praise of the parishioners and kept it that way without receiving a family
supporting wage for over a year. I asked the priest if I was doing a good job and he smiled and said
yes. But when I reminded him of the raise he mentioned when I started, he turned face and walked
away. When I was a boy, that job was a two person job. Then a new friend in sobriety had a job for
me as a car salesman. What an adventure that was. The master salesman that took me under his
wing decided he wanted to quit smoking so he challenged me to stop at the same time to keep the
air fresh in the office when we were on shift with each other. I was able to stay quit and have over
30 years without nicotine at this point. He started up again at 11 days. Lori and I decided to get
married and found a little chapel by the 10 freeway in West Covina after the church totally
frustrated us with delay tactics. We assessed our future and realized that we probably couldn't buy a
house in any neighborhood above lower middle class with our combined income, so I shared my
experience in Brookings, Oregon, and we decided to take a trip there to assess the opportunities in
property and jobs. The trip led to a great opportunity for Lori, who was offered a job as an
executiive assistant to the CEO of the Credit Unon. I liked the opportunity to design and build a
custom house. Lori agreed so I made offers on, and bought, 2 lots in town, one for a house and one
for later development with rentals. My remaining funds would go into the construction of the house
on a lot at the top of Pioneer Street with an ocean view from the 2nd deck. We found a mobile
home to rent while the new house was under construction. We returned to our bungalow in Temple
City and gave notice there and at both jobs.
Chapter 6 then deals with my design and building of "Club Dean" (my custom house), by
myself with many stories, and my adventure into fine art painting. I sold quickly and got some good
press . I started playing in bands for money. But I overdid and suffered two heart attacks (1996 &
1997). Lori's reaction was understandable. Life had changed now; I was a weak old husband.
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She started hoarding money from her advancements and started a secret relationship. I went to
Southern California in 1998 for a couple of weeks at her request to be available to her on business
travel there, while visiting with daughters and recording music with brother Jim and Donna Cooley,
which produced an album and rekindled an old friendship. Then Lori left me suddenly. I got a break
with some more commissions and a job as an Art Director for a magazine. Jim, John and Donna
recorded for a second year (1999. Donna decided on a divorce and then God worked me for a whole
weekend in my half sleep, goading me to marry Donna. I fought back. I had lost two nice homes in
Pt. Loma and a rental to the previous 2 wives and had issues with one stepson. I didn't want to leave
Brookings for the concrete jungle, while marrying a divorcee with 6 kids. But the force in favor of
such a marriage beat me down and the loss of sleep alone threatened my heart, so I gave in and
called her. She accepted and we committed our lives together with our marriage the day of her final
divorce. Then I moved in with Donna and her remaining kids at her home In Garden Grove, CA. I
still had my job at the magazine and my house and lot in Oregon, and Dad died so I was coming into
some more funds. Donna is an exceptional partner and her kids are all exceptional as well. We've
experienced 19 years of marriage at this time and love each other dearly.
Chapter 7 details the last 19 plus years with Donna, adapting to the art market in So. Cal., and
charging forward with large detailed originals and giclee canvas fine art limited edition prints to
create a bread and butter artist income for myself in the beach cities of Southern California. I also
bought rentals with the inheritance I got when my father passed away. Then I expanded to other
areas in art. I tried unusual subjects. I did over 600 original watercolor and oil originals, and sold
775 limited edition numbered giclee prints and 198 numbered signed photo-posters in Brookings. I
had also done about 250 original cartoons dealing with recovery from substance abuse, but waited to
produce a book when I thought I might die in 2007 from compression of my cervical vertebrae and
excruciating pain. The pain lessened to a more manageable level. Then Social Security started for
me in 2008 and with the crash of banking and real estate markets that year the art business dried up
to a third of what it had been. Thank God I paid down debt on income property and could also raise
the rents. That's when I decided I had time to study both the JFK assassination and the national
economy. That resulted in my book: A Beautiful Mind (with a Big Mouth?) in 2010, and my
movies and website in 2013:
https://peaceandprosperitypath.com.
This autobiography is in response to my life expectancy in 2016-2017, when kidney stones and a
major sinus infection caused extreme pain and a loss in balance with great weakness, so I thought I
was going to die. I thought of all the photos I had of jewelry and paintings so I committed to write
this autobiography with encouragement from Christine. I'm glad I decided to re-check all of my
trajectory analysis for the shot sequence on JFK as I found extremely important new photographic
evidence, requiring new calculations. The new work only strengthened the case for a coup with a
government cover-up. The Warren Commission work was a joke and a filibuster to any possible
readers (with the volumes adding up to about 44" in thickness. They kept most of the real evidence
out of it and filled it with junk. They even contradict their own experiments in their findings.
After the JFK work, I go into a brief analysis of health care, government budgets, workers
income, and tax rates based upon a new balanced budget I created. Deficit financing has only put the
U.S. Government in a hole, where rich private interests have driven it since the Reagan presidency.
I system designed an economy that is sustainable and enables peace and prosperity for the peoples of
the world in A Beautiful Mind--. A brief synopsis is presented in this document. Other necessary
changes are in that book. I redid my JFK work in 2017-18 and reconnected with JFK researchers.
The last 50 pages of this book present my other art and engineering of toys, sewing projects, steel
work, and over 90 wood art projects. The wood art is what I intend to continue into the future with
more oil painting. I also include an SD card with digital storage of my movies, the --Beautiful
Mind-- book, back-up files for the book and research, my protests and promotions, some papers and
letters, and about 10 albums of mostly cover tunes of music. Various bands featured my guitar and
vocals, with Jim and Donna and their instruments & vocals, mostly. The past is the past and I am
happy with my life now
& hope you are with yours.
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